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About Me

When it comes to wedding photography or videography I am very passonate which is why i give my all at every 
wedding I am honoured to be a part of. 

Your wedding is a very special and magical day and it is my responsibilty as a professional to capture that day as it 
unfolds in a way only a true professional photographer can do. 

When choosing your photographer you have to be suWhen choosing your photographer you have to be sure that he or she is the right person for you. I see your images 
and wedding album as an investment and something to be treasured forever and passed on to future generations so 
that they can enjoy and re live those moments for years to come. 
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Every wedding is different and as its own unique opportunity to capture 
something special. At the start of the day I begin by photographing the bridal 
preparations. Such as the dress, the shoes, perfume, jewellery and natural 
shots of the bride and bridesmaids getting ready and having fun. These are 
great images and memories the family and groom would otherwise never see.

The next set of images aThe next set of images are some of my personal favourites. They are the full 
length portraits of the bride when she has her dress on proper for the first time 
and her hair and makeup complete. This is when the bride will feel like a million 
dollars more than any other part of the day.

Then after this I make my way to meet the groom and grooms-men to do some 
candid and natural group shots and individual photos of each of them  and 
contrary to belief and what ever they tell you girls, the guys love this LOL ;-) 

Then the serious stuThen the serious stuff starts with the brides arrival and ceremony itself. As well 
as the photographing this part I use this time to photograph the guests and any 
other things I feel will help tell the story as it unfolds. During the ceremony I love 
to photograph those special moments like the eye to eye contact between 
bride and groom, the ring exchange, the kiss and guests expressions. It is 
important to discuss with the venue, registrants or the vicar what you are 
allowed to photograph during this period. In my experience most are quite 
accommodating in allowing the paccommodating in allowing the professional photographer to do his job.

After the ceremony we move on to the formal group photos which include the 
family, bridal party, and several other group shots including parents, 
bridesmaids and grooms men etc. Then if allowed I do a confetti shot which is 
great fun and very traditional.  All of this will be discussed with you before the 
wedding along with other details including timings etc.

After the gAfter the group shots we move on to the part of the day I love which is doing 
personal photos with the couple alone. We wonder off together around the 
venue looking for pretty places with lovely natural light to take some romantic, 
relaxing and natural images. This is something couples really enjoy as it gives 
them some time to themselves as husband and wife. I like this period to be 
about an hour long because it is something to be savoured and not rushed. 

OK now its time to leave you to enjoy time with your family and friends and to OK now its time to leave you to enjoy time with your family and friends and to 
enjoy the reception and your meal. At this stage I will be taking break myself 
before getting ready to photograph the speeches. Speeches usually take place 
before the meal but sometimes after. Then its waiting for the evening to begin 
and when I will take photos of the cake cuttin, the first dance and the guests 
enjoying themselves before saying bon voyage as my work will be done.

please note: the above is based on a full coverage wedding

Photographing your wedding
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After the wedding all the photos are backed up and then 
the process of culling and editing the images begins. 
This can take several weeks as it is quite a lengthy 
process and requires precise editing techniques to 
produce excellent quality photographs ready for 
printing. When complete you will be given a private 
password protected link to view all you images online.

If your package includes a wedding album this will be If your package includes a wedding album this will be 
pre designed for you and presented online so you can 
view it and decide if you want to make any changes. 
This process makes it so much easier for  as you get an 
idea and a feel of what your album will look like rather 
than randomly choosing images and not really knowing 
or understanding how the album will turn out. As a 
pprofessional photographer and album designer I will 
pick the images i feel will best tell the story of the day 
but you can of course change the images around or 
swap them until you are both 100% happy. Then the 
album is sent away to a bespoke album company for 
production. The build and delivery process normally 
takes about two to three weeks . I then give things a 
final check  befofinal check  before presenting it to you.

After the wedding
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£650
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The deposit at the time of booking is 15% of which ever package you decide on.


